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Abstract

Choosing adequate gestures for touchless interfaces is a challenging task that has a direct impact 

on human-computer interaction. Such gestures are commonly determined by the designer, ad-hoc, 

rule-based or agreement-based methods. Previous approaches to assess agreement grouped the 

gestures into equivalence classes and ignored the integral properties that are shared between them. 

In this work, we propose a generalized framework that inherently incorporates the gesture 

descriptors into the agreement analysis (GDA). In contrast to previous approaches, we represent 

gestures using binary description vectors and allow them to be partially similar. In this context, we 

introduce a new metric referred to as Soft Agreement Rate (SAℛ) to measure the level of 

agreement and provide a mathematical justification for this metric. Further, we performed 

computational experiments to study the behavior of SAℛ and demonstrate that existing agreement 

metrics are a special case of our approach. Our method was evaluated and tested through a 

guessability study conducted with a group of neurosurgeons. Nevertheless, our formulation can be 

applied to any other user-elicitation study. Results show that the level of agreement obtained by 

SAℛ is 2.64 times higher than the previous metrics. Finally, we show that our approach 

complements the existing agreement techniques by generating an artificial lexicon based on the 

most agreed properties.

I. Introduction

GESTURAL modalities offer an intuitive and natural mode of interaction with machines that 

resembles human-to-human communication. Nowadays, gesture-based interfaces are part of 

handheld devices, smart TVs, autonomous vehicles and gaming consoles [1], [2]. Further, 

several orthodox disciplines such as surgery have benefited from such interfaces, since it 
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allows surgeons to control medical systems in a touchless manner while maintaining total 

asepsis [3]-[5].

One critical step when developing gestural systems is the selection of gesture lexicons that 

are in compliance with the preferences of the users. This can be achieved through 

participatory design methodologies such as user elicitation or guessability studies [6]. 

Nevertheless, the common denominator is that all methods recommend involving end-users 

in the early stages of the design process to obtain high acceptability interfaces [7]. A 

commonly used methodology to understand user preferences consists of elicitation studies 

followed by agreement analysis [8]. The latter study is especially beneficial in domains 

requiring a particular expertise (i.e. radiology, urology, neurology, and aviation) since these 

populations have intrinsic knowledge about the environment that shapes the gestures they 

commonly use. In particular, agreement analysis quantifies the degree of preference among 

the users. Several methods exist for measuring agreement [9]-[11] as they allow interface 

designers to create standardized lexicons based on the majority’s preferences [10], [12].

Existing agreement approaches are based on the formation of equivalence groups among the 

elicited proposals. Human judgment or intuition is often used to group those proposals that 

are similar but not identical. We refer to these methodologies as “hard classification” 

approaches (1 - identical or 0 - nonidentical). This rigid interpretation of gestures (based on 

appearance only and leaving aside their properties) ignores the common properties that the 

gestures may have, producing an apparent low agreement rate [13], [14]. This can be 

particularly problematic if the goal of the elicitation study is to produce a standard lexicon 

based on the agreement, since the final lexicon may not reflect user preferences. In such 

cases, the designers may benefit from a more granular concept of similarity that allows 

participants to partially agree on proposed gestures. Thus, our work aims to quantify the 

degree of similarity between the proposals instead of assigning binary labels. In order to 

measure the similarity, we propose to decompose the proposals into finite atomic properties. 

We refer to these similarity-based methodologies as “soft classification” approaches. In the 

“soft” approaches, the proposals are represented as a combination of high-level properties 

(soft representations) which allows having partial similarity between the proposals.

Consider the following toy example to contrast these two approaches. Say, there are four 

gestures for the command pan up as shown in Figure 1. These four gestures are clearly 

dissimilar and will not be grouped into an equivalence group according to the former 

approaches. Hence the “hard” approaches do not consider the fact that these gestures share a 

common property known as upward motion though there are other properties that are 

different. In this way, the “hard” gesture classification scheme fails to identify the common 

attributes in the gestures that do not belong to the same equivalence group.

Another limitation of “hard classification” approaches lies in the interpretation of the 

agreement rate. In other words, the level of agreement does not directly represent the 

number of users that agreed on a particular proposal. In this regard, Vatavu et. al [9] 

proposed threshold values to determine low, medium and high agreement rates. However, 

these thresholds do not have a qualitative interpretation in terms of the average percentage of 

participants that agreed on a proposal (η). Hence, we propose an empirical relation between 
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the level of agreement and η. Furthermore, when the agreement rates are low, it is extremely 

difficult for system designers to select/design the final gestures based on a majority vote. 

These limitations can be addressed using soft representations as the designers can instead 

rely on the descriptors with the highest agreement to develop the final gestures.

In our previous work [15], we proposed to incorporate gesture properties into agreement 

analysis. However, this approach was based on intuition rather than on a thorough 

mathematical grounding. Our work builds on this idea and provides a rigorous mathematical 

foundation for the agreement approaches that are concerned with soft representations. Next, 

we established a quantitative relationship between our formulation and the existing 

agreement techniques [9], and showed that our approach complements the current 

methodologies for agreement assessment [9], [16].

The key contributions of this paper are as follows: 1. A mathematical argumentation to 

perform agreement analysis by incorporating gesture descriptors, which we refer to as 

Gesture Description Analysis (GDA), 2. A mathematical proof showing that our approach 

can also generalize to the “hard” classification of gestures. 3. An empirical relationship 

between the agreement metric and the average percentage of participants that agreed on a 

particular gesture.

II. Background

Gesture-based systems have become a rapidly growing technology in the last two decades 

[17], [18]. This popularity is grounded in the fact that gestures are natural and easy to use, in 

fact, they are an integral part of our conversational repertoire. They are not only intuitive to 

the user but also there is a cultural aspect to them, such as in emblems [19]. Additionally, 

they can be used as a safe and aseptic alternative to traditional interfaces in the particular 

case of medical environments [3], [5].

Development of gestural interfaces usually adheres to the following workflow: 1. Determine 

the number of commands for the task at hand, 2. Generate a gesture lexicon, and 3. obtain 

gesture instances and train a classifier that can recognize those gestures. A gesture lexicon is 

defined as a mapping that relates each command to a particular gesture. The lexicon 

generation is a critical step to achieve a high usability in a a system [18]. The literature 

shows three main approaches to this problem: arbitrary or authoritarian, technology-driven 

[20] and user elicited [21]. In the first two approaches, the system developers can design the 

gestures based on their own expertise [2] or the gestures are chosen based on the technology 

used for interaction [22]. The last approach is based on the participatory design (for 

instance, user elicitation studies) that involves end-users of the system at the early stages of 

the design process [10], [12].

The work done in gesture elicitation can be classified into two categories: 1. Constrained 

[14], and 2. Unconstrained elicitation [23], [24]. In the first category, a finite gesture set is 

created either from intuition or from the previous experience, and then the participants pick 

a gesture for each command. The main problem with these approaches is that it may cause 

forced consensus since the users have a smaller pool of options [25]. The second category 
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consists of a completely unconstrained setup, where the users can draw, perform or describe 

the gestures that they think would best fit each command [23], [24]. Gestures elicited in such 

studies fall under the category of iconic gestures as they are representative of their respective 

commands. Further, this experimental design has the advantage of including the user’s 

knowledge directly into the design of a gestural lexicon. This is particularly important in 

areas where the users are domain experts, since they are naturally aware of the 

characteristics, requirements, and limitations of the systems that are being used.

After the gesture elicitation procedure is complete, agreement analysis is commonly 

conducted to determine an optimal lexicon [13] or to create a set of guidelines for interface 

designs [14]. The agreement is defined as the ratio of the number of agreed pairs to all 

possible pairs [24]. One of the most popularly used agreement metrics was proposed by 

Wobbrock et al. [16]. This work defined an agreement index Ar for guessability studies with 

symbolic inputs. Since then, other agreement proposals including participatory studies have 

emerged. Morris et al. [26] made an agreement proposal that could handle different group 

sizes for each referent. This is the case when each user can generate more than one proposal 

per referent.

More recently, a new metric called “Agreement rate” (Aℛr) was proposed by Vatavu et al. 

to address a critical issue associated with the metric (Ar) [9]: When there is no agreement 

between users, the value of the metric is non-zero, which can produce an overestimation of 

the agreement. Other works have found formulae that are very similar to Aℛr. For example, 

the work in [12] found a very similar metric when attempting to find a rule that would 

describe the general agreement among user-elicited gestures.

Our "soft" agreement proposal is based on the premise that gestures can be described by a 

set of descriptors; and therefore, the user preference can also be studied in terms of these 

descriptors. There are several ways of decomposing and annotating a gesture: structural, 

descriptive, functional and categorical [27]. In a categorical transcription, a finite number of 

categories is defined for the gesture and then the gestures are systematically annotated 

according to the categories [27]. These types of transcriptions can be easily represented as 

binary vectors, making them relevant to our approach. The work in [28] divided the 

proposals into phases, which is usually done in the structural transcription, and then 

proceeded to annotate each phase according to a discrete set of possible hand configurations 

(categories).

III. Methodology

A. Notations

Let us start by defining the notations. Let C be the total number of commands or referents. 

Let Pr be the set of all proposals or gestures for the command r, where r = 1, … , C. Let ur ≤ 

∣Pr∣ be the number of unique gestures for the command r. Let Pr
i be a subset of gestures for 

command r that are considered identical. Thus, ∣ Pr
i ∣ would be the number of identical 

gestures in the set i for the command r. We use ∣.∣ to denote the number of elements in a set 

and use ∥.∥ to denote the L2 norm of a vector. The total number of gesture examples (Nr) for 
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the command r can be represented as the following (Eq. 1). Note that all referents have same 

number of gesture examples.

N = Nr = ∑
i = 1

ur
∣ Pr

i ∣ = ∣ Pr ∣ (1)

The two most commonly used agreement metrics were defined by Wobbrock et al. [9], [24]. 

These formulations were given in equations 2 and 3 respectively.

Ar = ∑
i = 1

ur ∣ Pr
i ∣

∣ Pr ∣

2
(2)

Aℛr = 1
N(N − 1) ∑

i = 1

ur
∣ Pr

i ∣ ( ∣ Pr
i ∣ − 1) (3)

Where Ar and Aℛr are the level of agreement for command r. While the former metric 

results in a value of non-zero when there is no agreement, the latter metric takes a value of 

zero when all the subjects suggested a different proposal.

B. Gesture Representations: Hard vs Soft

A gesture descriptor is an entity that measures a particular property or a characteristic of a 

gesture. For example, in the case of hand gestures, these properties could include the 

direction of motion, shape of the trajectory, orientation of the hand, number of open fingers, 

etc. A finite set of descriptors can be used to distinctly represent a wide range of gestures. 

Each descriptor is assigned a binary value of one when a property is present and zero 

otherwise. In this regard, let us define the gesture description as a collection of binary values 

that can be used to represent a gesture as a binary vector in higher dimensions.

For instance, say we have the following descriptors: leftward, rightward, upward, downward, 

and circular motion of the hand. In this case, each gesture will be represented as a 5-

dimensional binary vector, where each element indicates whether an attribute is present or 

not (refer to Figure 2a). The corresponding hard representation for these gestures is shown in 

Figure 2b

The main advantage of gesture descriptors is that they allow a “soft” representation of the 

gestures. The meaning of “soft” in this context is associated with how similarity is measured 

between two gestures. A “hard” representation only allows gestures to be considered as 

either identical (equivalence class) or completely different. Whereas, the soft representation 

of gestures allows measuring the similarity as a continuous value. While the approaches 

proposed by Wobbrock et al. [9], [24] fall under the category of hard representations, our 

approach utilizes soft representations to analyze the agreement between participants.
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C. Gesture Description Analysis (GDA)

Given the gesture descriptions, (binary vectors) of elicited gesture proposals for command r, 
the objective of GDA is to determine the level of participants’ agreement. To define an 

agreement index, we need a similarity metric that describes the distance between two vectors 

(binary in our case). Popular similarity metrics in the area of pattern recognition and data 

mining include cosine similarity, Jaccard similarity, and Hamming distance, which vary 

between zero and one (one when the vectors are equivalent and zero when they are 

orthogonal) [29]. Note that, the Jaccard similarity does not consider zero-zero as an 

agreement but only considers one-one as an agreement. It complies with the context of GDA 

because when two gestures lack a descriptor (value of the descriptor = 0), it does not imply 

agreement. For instance, if two gestures lack a circular motion descriptor, it indicates 

subjects agreed on not selecting this descriptor. However, it does not imply that the gestures 

are similar when those two subjects did not select a particular descriptor. Given the sparse 

nature of the descriptions, the cosine distance offers a good alternative to measure gesture 

similarity. The Hamming distance was discarded as it considers zero-zero (a descriptor being 

absent in both the gestures) as an agreement.

We propose an agreement metric referred to as Soft Agreement Rate (SAℛ). Let a gesture 

proposal for referent r be represented as a binary vector Sr
i, where i = 1, 2, … , Nr. The SAℛ

is defined as a mean of the Jaccard similarity applied to all possible pairwise combinations 

of binary vectors corresponding to gestures in Pr (Equation 4). The overall SAℛ is defined 

as a mean of SAℛ of individual commands (Equation 5). The mathematical representation 

of SAℛ relates to (Aℛ) in terms of considering all possible pairwise combinations. Similar 

to the (Aℛ), the proposed metric SAℛ takes a value of 0 where there is no agreement and 

takes a value of 1 when all participants agree on a proposal.

SAℛr = 2
N (N − 1) ∑

j = k + 1

N
∑

k = 1

N
J (Sr

j, Sr
k) (4)

SAℛoverall = 2
CN (N − 1) ∑

r = 1

C
∑

j = k + 1

N
∑

k = 1

N
J (Sr

j, Sr
k) (5)

Where, Sr
j and Sr

k represent the binary vectors of jth and kth gesture proposal for the 

command r. Since the Jaccard similarity (J) between two zero vectors is not defined, we 

propose a conditional definition for this metric (Eq. 6 and 7). Table I shows the pairwise 

Jaccard similarity of the gestures depicted in Figure 2a. Similarly, a conditional definition 

for cosine similarity is proposed as this metric is not defined when one of the vectors is zero 

vector. Our methodology can be easily generalized to other similarity metrics such as cosine, 

Hamming, etc.
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J(a, b) =
0, if ‖a‖ + ‖b‖ = 0

a . b
‖a‖2 + ‖b‖2 − a . b

, otherwise (6)

cos(a, b) =
0, if ‖a‖ ‖b‖ = 0

a . b
‖a‖ ‖b‖, otherwise (7)

Where a and b are the binary vectors, and a.b denotes the dot product between the vectors.

For the purpose of completeness, we redefine other metrics such as disagreement rate (Dℛ)
and coagreement rate (Cℛ) in the context of soft representations, referred as SDℛ and 

SCℛ respectively (Eq. 8 and 9). These metrics were initially introduced by Vatavu et al. [9] 

using hard representations.

SDℛr = 1 − SAℛr (8)

SCℛ(r1, r2, …rq) = 2
N (N − 1) ∑

j = k + 1

N
∑

k = 1

N
∏

m = 1

q
J (Srm

j , Srm
k ) (9)

D. Relation to Existing Metrics

In this section, we show that the metric Aℛ proposed by Vatavu et al. and Wachs et al. [9], 

[12] is a special case of our approach. In other words, our methodology can be generalized 

to the case of “hard” representations. Let the SAℛℎard denote the soft agreement rate when 

the gestures are treated as rigid entities and are grouped into equivalence classes instead of 

as a combination of descriptors. In machine learning, it is common to represent a distinct 

equivalence class (gestures in this case) as a one hot (OH) vector, which is a unit vector with 

only one value equal to unity and rest of the values equal to zero [30].

For the command r, there are ur distinct equivalence classes or unique gestures. Each unique 

gesture is assigned to a distinct OH vector of length ur. This implies that all the gestures in 

the set Pr
i are assigned to the same OH vector. The Jaccard similarity between two identical 

OH vectors is unity and between two distinct OH vectors is 0. This nullifies all of the 

distinct pairwise OH vectors. The resulting nonzero combinations are obtained from the 

pairwise combinations within the subset Pr
i.

J(Srj, Srk; j ≠ k) = 0; J(Srj, Srk; j = k) = 1

∑
j = k + 1

N
∑

k = 1

N
J(Srj, Srk) = 1

2 ∑
i = 1

ur
∣ Pri ∣ ( ∣ Pri ∣ − 1)
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Therefore, SAℛr
ℎard is given as follows:

SAℛr
ℎard = 1

Nr(Nr − 1) ∑
i = 1

ur
∣ Pr

i ∣ ( ∣ Pr
i ∣ − 1)

SAℛr
ℎard = Aℛr

(10)

Interestingly enough, the resulting equation is exactly equal to the one proposed by Vatavu 

et al. [9]. This proves that our approach is general enough to adapt to both soft and hard 

representations of gestures. Hence, we conclude that the existing metrics that are widely 

used in the literature are a special case of our approach.

E. AR Metric Interpretation

It is clear that the agreement rate is proportional to the number of participants that agreed on 

a particular proposal. However, there is no direct relation between the level of agreement and 

the average percentage of participants that agreed on a proposal (η). For example, a value of 

η = 0.40 indicates that 40% of participants agreed on a proposal. In this section, we present 

an elegant way of interpreting the level of agreement. Given the agreement rate, the main 

idea is to estimate the average number of subjects that agreed on a particular gesture.

For instance, assume we have 10 proposals for a referent r in the following three scenarios: 

1. 4 proposals are equivalent and rest are different (Aℛ = 0.13, η = 0.40), 2. 6 proposals are 

equivalent (Aℛ = 0.33, η = 0.60), 3. 8 proposals are equivalent (Aℛ = 0.62, η = 0.80). For 

each of these cases, it is unclear how the Aℛ is related to η. In more complex scenarios such 

as when 3 out of 10 subjects picked a particular gesture, 2 out of 10 picked another gesture, 

and rest of subjects picked different gestures, it is very difficult to quantify η.

Thus, we propose an empirical relation between η and level of agreement, which is a 

numerical approximation of η in terms of the agreement value. It was found through 

computational experiments that the value of η is very close to the square root of the Aℛ
(Eq. 11) as shown in the Figure 3. In the case of hard representations, η indicates the average 

number of subjects that agreed on a gesture.

In addition, we propose the notion of η for SAℛ for the purpose of completeness. Equation 

12 shows the extension of the numerical interpretation for SAℛ. In the case of soft 

representations, η gives the average number of subjects that agreed on a set of gesture 

descriptors.

ηrAℛ = Aℛr = 1
N(N − 1) ∑

i = 1

ur
∣ Pr

i ∣ ( ∣ Pr
i ∣ − 1) (11)
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ηrSAℛ = SAℛr = 2
N (N − 1) ∑

j = k + 1

N
∑

k = 1

N
J Sr

j, Sr
k (12)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Case of Study : Gesture Elicitation with Neurosurgeons

In our previous work, we conducted a guessability study with a group of nine neurosurgeons 

to obtain their gestural preferences [15]. Each surgeon was asked to create gestures 

(proposals) for each of the 28 commands (referents) present in a radiology image browser. A 

total of 252 (28 x 9) gestures were considered. These elicited gestures will be used as a part 

of a gesture recognition system that controls a medical image browser in the operating room. 

In this work, we utilize these elicited gestures to evaluate and test our agreement assessment 

methodology.

Further, we utilized the gesture descriptors proposed in the literature [15], [31], [32] to 

create soft representations of the gestures. These descriptors were classified into three 

categories as shown in Table II: Motion – describes the movement of hands, Orientation – 

the mean direction in which the hand is pointing and State – number of fingers that are open 

[15]. By definition, the descriptors are binary and orthogonal i.e. they can be either present 

or absent in a gesture and there are no interdependencies between the descriptors. Hence, the 

descriptors are carefully chosen so that they are orthogonal to each other. In addition, 

descriptors related to the head and leg movements are not considered as the gestures elicited 

by surgeons did not contain such movements. Thus, agreement studies based on descriptors 

must have a selection step, where the relevant gestural properties are identified. Overall, a 

set of 55 descriptors that were particular to this case of the study were used in our analysis 

(refer to Table II).

B. GDA: Annotations and Analysis

We conducted two experiments in order to compute the level of agreement using two 

metrics: Aℛ and SAℛ. It was ensured that participants of these experiments were naïve to 

the gestures in the elicitation study i.e. they were not neurosurgeons. In the first experiment, 

six participants (four women and two men of age: 28 ± 4) were asked to group the gestures 

for each referent into equivalence classes, where each class consisted of gestures that were 

physically similar. This procedure was repeated for all 28 referents. These groupings were 

utilized to compute the level of agreement using Aℛ formulation (hard representations, see 

Eq. 3). An average standard deviation of 0.09 was found among the agreement values 

obtained from these six participants. This value quantified the disagreement between the 

participants.

In the second experiment, the same group of six participants was asked to annotate 

descriptors for each of the 252 gestures. The final descriptor annotations were obtained by 

taking the majority vote among the participants. We developed software that facilitates 

annotating descriptors for each gesture. This software consists of 1. A window that plays the 
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gesture video and 2. A set of questions asking the participants to annotate whether a 

particular descriptor is present in the gesture shown. On an average, 5 out of 6 participants 

(83%) agreed with respect to their binary annotations. Furthermore, their annotations were 

used to determine a set of ambiguous descriptors i.e. the descriptors that were either 

confusing or difficult to identify. We found that the properties related to the overall flow 
(inward and outward) and combined movement (circular and rectangular) of hand were 

ambiguous and participants tend to disagree on their annotations.

The annotations were automatically parsed by the software to generate a vector consisting of 

55 binary values (zero when the descriptor is absent and one when the descriptor is present). 

Furthermore, the annotation process disregarded every movement that was an outcome of a 

transition. For example, if a surgeon brought a hand up to be able to move it down, then the 

upward motion would be discarded in the annotation. The rationale for this is that those 

motions are not an intrinsic part of the gesture and they should be ignored in the annotation 

process [33]. We used these annotations to compute agreement using SAℛ metric.

C. Statistical Significance Tests

In this section, we propose a statistical testing methodology to compare the agreement rates 

of a pair of referents. This assessment helps determine the differences between the 

agreement rates of referents within the same group (i.e. <zoom in, zoom out>, <flip 
horizontal, flip vertical>, etc.). If such differences are statistically significant, the system 

designer needs to redesign the gestures. For example, if the agreement rates of zoom in and 

zoom out are significantly different, the designer can potentially choose the proposal of the 

referent with higher agreement rate and redesign a complementary or a mirror gesture for 

the referent with a lower agreement rate.

Our experimental design resembles the repeated measures design as the subject population 

remains constant across all referents. A two-tailed paired t-test was used to identify the pairs 

of referents that have significantly different agreement rates. To avoid multiple comparisons, 

controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR) approach was used to find the final list of 

significant results [34].

Let ri and rj for i ≠ j be two distinct referents. In a paired t-test, observations are nothing but 

an entity measured in the two different test conditions. In this case, the entity that is being 

measured is the degree of similarity between the proposals (a value between 0 and 1) and the 

two referents act as the conditions. Given N = 9 subjects, there are 1
2N(N − 1) = 36

observations. The observation vm, ni , corresponds to the Jaccard similarity between the 

gesture descriptions of mth and nth proposal for referent ri, where, n ∈ {1, 2, … , N} and m ∈ 
{n + 1, 2, … , N}. Given that a DOF = 35 and a level of confidence α = 0.95, we determine 

the t-statistic (threshold probability) i.e. the probability that there is a significant difference 

between the two referents. This t-statistic is compared against the p-value obtained through a 

paired t-test conducted on the given data.

In this regard, we define the null hypothesis (H0) and alternate hypothesis (Ha) as the 

following:
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H0: A pair of referents have equal agreement rates.

Ha: There is a difference between the agreement rates of the given pair of referents.

Given that there are C = 28 referents, this procedure is repeated for all possible pairs of 

referents (C × (C − 1)/2 = 378). Hence, we treat this problem as multiple hypotheses testing 

with 378 statistical tests. Given that the level of confidence for each test is 5%, there is a 

random chance that 5% of these tests would show significant differences for multiple 

independent tests. Therefore, we use the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method proposed by 

Benjamini and Hochberg [34] to screen out some false positives (the test that showed 

significance when it is not). The 378 p-values obtained through the aforementioned t-tests 

act as an input to control the FDR. Finally, the q-values (i.e. FDR adjusted p-values) that are 

less than 0.05 are considered significantly different. The algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode 

for this statistical test.

Algorithm 1 Significance Testing

1: S 9, C 28 ▷ No. of subjects and referents

2: dmr Binary vector ▷ Description of gesture m of
referent r . Where, m ∈ {1, …, S}

3: Z C(C − 1) ∕ 2 ▷ No. of t‐tests
4: prob_list [] ▷ p‐values obtained from t‐tests
5: cmd_pairs [] ▷ List of IDs of pairs of referents
6: for r in 1:C do ▷ Loop over all commands
7: v(r) [] ▷ observations for referent r
8: for i in 1:S do ▷ Loop over all pairs of subjects
9: for j in 1: i do

10: v(r) . add(J(dir, djr)) ▷ J : Jaccard similarity
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: for i in 1:C do ▷ Loop over all pairs of commands
15: for j in 1: i do
16: p_value t_test(v(i), v(j))
17: prob_list . add(p_value)
18: cmd_pairs . add((i, j))
19: end for
20: end for
21: q_values FDR(prob_list) ▷ Apply FDR on the list

of probability values to obtain modified p‐values.
22: significance_ids arg(q_values < 0.05) ▷ Find out

the pairs of commands that are significantly different.
23: i∗, j∗ cmd_pairs . get(significance_ids) ▷

(i∗, j∗) contains the pairs of command ids that passed the
significance test.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Agreement Analysis

Once the gestures corresponding to each referent are annotated with respect to their 

equivalence classes and gesture descriptors, agreement analysis was conducted using the 

Aℛ and SAℛ formulations. Table III depicts the level of agreement for each referent using 

both of these metrics. Note that the referents with the same context are considered as a 

group. For example, scroll up and scroll down are grouped together, as they share the same 

context, namely scroll. Based on intuition, referents within the same group are expected to 

have similar agreement rates as their respective gestures are complementary to each other. 

For instance, zoom in and zoom out have similar agreement rates. However, subjects tend to 

choose completely different gestures for some referents in the same group as noticed in the 

case of ruler measure and ruler delete.

Table III is interpreted in the following manner. Consider the command scroll up, on an 

average, ηAℛ = 28.87 % of the participants agreed on a particular gesture corresponding to 

that command and ηSAℛ = 54.5 % of the participants agreed on a set of descriptors. Though 

η is an empirical and approximate measure of an average percentage, it is meant to provide a 

qualitative interpretation of the agreement values.

B. Results of Significance Tests

The statistical testing methodology described in Section IV-C was utilized to obtain the pairs 

of commands that have significantly different agreement rates among the participants. 

Overall, we conducted 378 hypotheses tests, each test corresponding to a pair of referents. 

Prior to applying FDR, 124 t-tests satisfied the significance criteria (p < 0.05). However, 

removing the probable false positives using the FDR technique resulted in 75 significant 

pairs. Figure 4 shows those pairs of commands that were significant (lighter color - indicates 

significance q < 0.05). Note that the matrix in Figure 4 is symmetric.

It was found that the majority of the 75 significant tests (64 tests) correspond to the pair of 

referents belonging to a different group. For instance, scroll up was significantly different 

from other commands but not scroll down as the gestures corresponding to scroll up and 

scroll down were complementary to each other. Similarly, zoom in and zoom out had similar 

agreement rates. However, there were few exceptions such as pan up whose agreement rate 

was significantly different from pan left and pan right. For such referents, system designers 

need to either re-conduct the gesture elicitation study to collect more proposals or design the 

gesture for pan up so that it is compatible with pan left and pan right.

C. Distribution of SAℛ Metric

In this section, we present the probability distribution function (PDF) PDℱ(S, Z) of the 

SAℛ metric by varying the number of subjects (S) and the number of descriptors (Z). This 

involved forming binary gesture description vectors of dimension Z for each of the gesture 

proposals elicited by the S subjects. These description vectors were sampled from a 

Bernoulli distribution with probability P(1) = 0.5. First, the random descriptions were 

generated and then, the level of agreement using SAℛ was computed. This procedure is 
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repeated for 107 iterations and the normalized histogram of agreement values was 

constructed using 100 bins of equal intervals in [0,1]. Figure 5a shows the PDF of SAℛ
when the no. of descriptors remain constant and the no. of subjects vary (PDℱ(S ∣ D = 55)). 
The shape of the distribution resembles the bell curve with the peak occurring at 0.33 

approximately. For S = 9 and D = 55, the cumulative probability P (SAℛ ≤ 0.35) = 0.88
while P (SAℛ ≤ 0.40) = 0.999. Similarly, Figure 5b shows the PDF of SAℛ when the no. of 

subjects remain constant and the no. of descriptors vary (PDℱ(D ∣ S = 9)). This distribution 

also resembles a bell curve and the peak occurs at 0.31 approximately.

Note that these PDFs were constructed assuming that the input data resembles a Bernoulli 

distribution with P(1) = 0.5. However, the actual gesture description data is sparse with 

zeroes occurring more frequently than ones P(1) = 0.07. Hence, we conducted a new set of 

computational experiments to construct the PDF of SAℛ when we feed the data that 

resembles the real data (Bernoulli distribution with P(1) = 0.07). Figures 6a and 6b show the 

PDF of our metric when the parameters S and Z are varied. Note that the shape of this 

distribution does not look like a bell curve anymore and the peak occurs between 0.0 and 

0.1. For S = 9 and D = 55, the cumulative probability P (SAℛ ≤ 0.04) = 0.84 while 

P (SAℛ ≤ 0.07) = 0.99. These PDFs can be used to determine if the computed SAℛ values 

were occurring by chance.

The class priors (i.e. the probability at which zeros and ones occur) was measured from the 

actual gesture data. Thus, we hypothesized that the real data resembles a Bernoulli 

distribution with P(1) = 0.07. Furthermore, it was assumed that the gestures elicited by the 

participants are independent of each other. However, the elicited gestures are affected by the 

prior experience and expertise of the participants, which is popularly known as legacy bias 

[35], [36]. This would make the gesture proposals related to each other, which is reflected 

very well in the agreement rates shown in the Table III.

D. Qualitative Interpretation and Comparison

GDA considers the properties of gestures in the agreement analysis and hence produces 

higher agreement rates in comparison to hard representations. In other words, participants 

are more likely to agree on some high-level properties of the gestures even when they do not 

agree on the entire gesture. These results are intuitive and expected, considering that SAℛ
takes into account the partial similarity between two gestures. Indirectly, the SAℛ metric 

focuses on what experts emphasize in the gestures rather than on their plain spatio-temporal 

appearance.

We further argue that SAℛ and Aℛ complement each other. Consider the commands zoom 
in and zoom out. The values of SAℛ and Aℛ are very close to each other. In this case, 

SAℛ determines the mostly agreed descriptors which in turn helps identify the physical 

gesture that contains these descriptors. It is not surprising that the mostly agreed gesture that 

is determined by Aℛ is likely to contain those properties. While the GDA provides 

information about the properties of the most agreed gesture, the Aℛ aids to determine the 

final gesture itself.
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GDA is particularly advantageous when the values of Aℛ are very low i.e. Aℛ < 0.1 [9]. 

Such a low value of Aℛ indicates that there is very little agreement between the 

participants. In these cases, it is hard to determine the final gesture as the most agreed 

gesture is chosen by few participants. In such scenarios, the gesture interface designers will 

be greatly benefited from GDA as it allows them to determine the properties of the final 

gesture. This is due to the fact that designers can create a gesture that contains these highly 

agreed properties. Similarly, when the difference between SAℛ and Aℛ is large as in the 

case of scroll up, the interface designers are recommended to utilize both the methodologies 

when determining the final gesture lexicon.

E. Lexicon Generation

Finally, we created a gesture lexicon using the top three most popular descriptors for each 

referent. The gestures were artificially constructed so they would be in compliance with the 

descriptors. This top ranking was obtained by summing all the gesture description vectors Sr
i

corresponding to command r, and then finding the descriptors with the highest sum. Figure 7 

shows the generated gestures for the 12 commands. One gesture from each group (see Table 

III for grouping) was randomly selected for this depiction. The descriptors are assumed to be 

for the right hand unless it is specified otherwise.

Each cell in Figure 7 is interpreted in the following manner. Consider the command scroll 
up; the popularity of the mostly agreed gesture [12] is 2/9 indicating that 2 out of 9 surgeons 

chose the gesture depicted on the right while the gesture obtained using GDA is depicted on 

the left. The popularity of 1/9 implies that all surgeons chose a different gesture. In such 

cases, the gesture obtained using agreement was not illustrated. Instead, we showed a 

gesture that complies with the top three descriptors. Overall, the gestures obtained by both 

the methods are the same for 6 commands, different for 15 commands, and the comparison 

is not possible for 7 commands as their popularity is 1/9.

The gestures shown in Figure 7 can be used throughout the entire lexicon or they can be 

used as an alternative to the elicited gestures whenever the agreement is too low. For 

instance, consider the information window open command, 22% of surgeons chose the 

gesture consisting of both the hands moving away from each other. However, 88%, 77% and 

44% of the surgeons’ gestures consisted of open palm, upward motion and an outward flow 

(closing of the hand) respectively. In this regard, we argue that the gesture obtained using 

GDA is a better choice, especially when the agreement is low, as surgeons are more likely to 

agree on the descriptors and not necessarily agree on a particular gesture. Moreover, the 

commands corresponding to the rotate, ruler and layout groups (see groups in Table III) can 

greatly benefit from the artificial proposals as their agreement is extremely low.

VI. Limitations

This section discusses the limitations of the proposed method and the potential solutions to 

tackle them. The first limitation lies in the nature of the descriptors i.e. they are binary and 

can take only two distinct values (0 or 1). In other words, the descriptors that are partially 

present in the gesture are considered as either present or absent in a gesture depending on 
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the annotation protocol. This issue can be addressed by treating the descriptors as 

continuous values between 0 and 1 in order to obtain a more granular score for agreement. 

While binary descriptors are easy to annotate, annotating the descriptors in a continuous 

manner is subjective (How to determine the difference between 0.41 and 0.42 regarding the 

upward motion?). Second, we illustrated our approach using hand gestures elicited from a 

guessability study conducted with a group of neurosurgeons. The results reported in this 

work are specific to the gestures developed by neurosurgeons. However, this framework can 

be extended to full body gestures for gaming consoles and touch gestures for smartphones 

by modifying the list of gesture descriptors. In other words, the current list of descriptors 

consists of properties related to hand motion/shape/configuration. However, full-body 

gestures require descriptors that explain the properties related to torso movements, leg 

motions, etc.

Each descriptor summarizes the entire gestural utterance by measuring a particular property 

of the gesture. Hence, the order in which the descriptors appear in the gesture was not 

considered in our analysis. For instance, consider two gestures that have the same set of 

descriptors, however, the order in which they appear in the gesture is different. Our approach 

would assign the same description vector to both the gestures. Hence, our method is limited 

to the scenarios where the order of occurrence of the descriptors does not alter the meaning 

of the gesture. The advantage of this is that it allows for a very compact representation 

which is time-invariant, with the downside of loosing temporal information.

This issue can be addressed by developing complex agreement formulations that can 

incorporate the sequence of descriptors. In this paper, the Jaccard distance is used as a metric 

to evaluate the similarity between two description vectors. However, if we were to use 

sequential descriptors, the Levenshtein distance could be used to measure the similarity 

between two sequences. This metric was popularly used for computing the similarity 

between two strings. Lastly, the η metric proposed in this paper is empirical and it is 

important to include a future investigation of its mathematical properties.

VII. Conclusions

Previous approaches to assess the level of agreement ignored the integral properties leading 

to a rigid representation of gestures. This work is primarily concerned with representing 

gestures as a combination of their high-level properties and thereby integrating the gesture 

descriptions into the agreement methodologies. Few previous works have proposed 

agreement formulae that incorporate the description of gestures into the agreement analysis. 

However, those formulae were based on intuition rather than on a thorough mathematical 

foundation. In this regard, we propose a generalized approach to measure agreement by 

incorporating Gesture Description Analysis (GDA) and provide mathematical justification 

for the agreement metric that we refer to as Soft Agreement Rate (SAℛ). Next, we prove 

that the existing agreement metric Aℛ is a special case of our approach. Furthermore, we 

developed an empirical relation between the level of agreement and the average number of 

participants that agreed on a particular gesture or a set of descriptors. This numerical 

approximation provides a qualitative interpretation of the agreement values.
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Fig. 1: 
Illustration of similar gestures that are nonidentical.
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Fig. 2: 
Hard and soft representation of gestures.
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Fig. 3: 
Illustration of the relation between the agreement values and ηrAR. In this example, K 

indicates the number of proposals that are considered identical and N – K proposals are 

treated completely different.
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Fig. 4: 
Commands that have significantly different agreement among participants. Lighter color 

indicates significance.
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Fig. 5: 
Probability distribution of SAℛ with varying number of subjects and descriptors when the 

input gesture description data is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with p(1) = 0.50.
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Fig. 6: 
Probability distribution of SAℛ with varying number of subjects and descriptors when the 

input gesture description data is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with p(1) = 0.93.
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Fig. 7: 
Illustration of the final gesture lexicon obtained from the soft (left) and the hard 
representations (right). Note that LH and RH represent left and right hands respectively, 

and the dotted line indicates that there is no motion while the solid line indicates the 

presence of motion.
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TABLE I:

Illustration of pairwise Jaccard similarity.

G1 G2 G3 G4

G1 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.7

G2 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.7

G3 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.0

G4 0.7 0.7 0.0 1.0
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TABLE II:

Gesture Descriptors in our case of study.

Category Sub-Category Descriptors

Motion

Right hand motion
Right, up, left, down, forward, backward, clockwise, counterclockwise, iterative, circular, rectangular

Left hand motion

Shifts Palmar and dorsal Shifts

Overall flow Inward and Outward

Combined movement Circular and Rectangular

Orientation
Right hand orientation

Right, up, left, down, forward and backward
left hand orientation

State
Right hand state

Closed fist, one, two, three, four, five fingers, V shape and C shapes
Left hand state
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TABLE III:

Values of agreement (Aℛ and SAℛ) and estimated average number of subjects that agreed on particular 

command or a set of descriptors (ηAR and ηSAR)

Command Aℛ ηA
.

ℛ( % ) SAℛ ηSAℛ( % )

Scroll Up 0.08 ± 0.07 28.8 0.30 ± 0.05 54.8

Scroll Down 0.10 ± 0.09 31.6 0.28 ± 0.02 53.8

Flip Horizontal 0.13 ± 0.10 36.5 0.39 ± 0.02 63.1

Flip Vertical 0.10 ± 0.14 32.4 0.33 ± 0.02 57.5

Rotate CW 0.20 ± 0.16 44.7 0.33 ± 0.02 58.2

Rotate CCW 0.18 ± 0.14 42.8 0.32 ± 0.03 57.0

Zoom In 0.19 ± 0.09 44.0 0.20 ± 0.01 44.7

Zoom Out 0.22 ± 0.06 47.7 0.19 ± 0.01 44.5

Panel Left 0.15 ± 0.16 38.7 0.23 ± 0.02 48.6

Panel Right 0.14 ± 0.15 38.0 0.23 ± 0.03 48.5

Panel Up 0.16 ± 0.19 40.8 0.31 ± 0.03 55.8

Panel Down 0.15 ± 0.19 39.4 0.28 ± 0.05 53.7

Pan Left 0.13 ± 0.06 36.5 0.34 ± 0.05 58.4

Pan Right 0.12 ± 0.06 34.9 0.34 ± 0.04 59.0

Pan Up 0.11 ± 0.07 33.3 0.37 ± 0.03 60.8

Pan Down 0.11 ± 0.06 34.1 0.34 ± 0.04 59.0

Ruler Measure 0.12 ± 0.06 34.9 0.23 ± 0.03 48.2

Ruler Delete 0.19 ± 0.07 44.0 0.32 ± 0.02 56.7

Window Open 0.06 ± 0.03 25.8 0.24 ± 0.03 49.2

Window Close 0.03 ± 0.02 19.7 0.21 ± 0.02 46.8

Inc Contrast 0.06 ± 0.07 24.7 0.32 ± 0.03 57.1

Dec Contrast 0.05 ± 0.04 23.5 0.30 ± 0.02 54.7

Layout 1 0.09 ± 0.13 30.7 0.33 ± 0.02 57.6

Layout 2 0.07 ± 0.06 26.8 0.31 ± 0.03 55.9

Layout 3 0.08 ± 0.09 29.8 0.30 ± 0.02 55.1

Layout 4 0.06 ± 0.06 24.7 0.29 ± 0.01 53.9

Preset 1 0.06 ± 0.08 25.8 0.30 ± 0.03 54.9

Preset 2 0.07 ± 0.07 27.8 0.30 ± 0.03 54.7

Mean ± Std 0.12 ± 0.05 33.7 ± 7.41 0.30 ± 0.05 54.4 ± 5.0
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